Chickie finds a family

There was once a chick inside an egg.
When one day.. Pataou!!
Chickie was out.

She looked around to find her family, but
found no one. So, she went out to find a
new family!

“Can I join your family?, Chickie asked
mama Duck. “Of course!”, the duck said,
“but we spend all our day in the water. Do
you like the water?”
“Yes, I think so!”, Chickie answered
excitedly. But as it turned out, Chickie
wasn’t a good swimmer at all,
and so after a while, she decided to find a
new family.

“Can I join your family?”, Chickie asked
papa Pig with hope. “Of course!”, papa Pig
said, “but we are very big and heavy and
you might get squashed! Do you mind
getting squashed?”
“Oh, not at all!” Chickie replied, without
really knowing what getting squashed
meant. But after Chickie almost got
squashed 31 times, it decided it was best
to look for another family.

“Can I join your family?”, Chickie asked
mama Cow. “Of course!”, mama Cow said,
“but we spend all of our day out in the fields,
eating grass. Do you like eating grass?”
“Well, I don’t know.. but I can try!”, Chickie
replied. But grass made Chickie's belly sore,
so it left mama Cow and her calves to find
another family.

Feeling disappointed, Chickie sat by the
edge of the pond. When suddenly.. a
bearded white goat appeared. “Can I join
your fam-“, Chickie turned and asked, but
before she could finish her sentence, the
white goat replied: “I don’t have a
family, but we can hang out for a while if
you want.

After taking a few sips, the goat asked,
“What do you see in the water?”, and for
the first time, Chickie saw her refletion.
“Hey!”, Chickie yelled, “I can see a chicken!
I’m a grown up chicken! Look, Goat!”
But when Chickie (now being a chicken)
looked up, the white bearded goat had
already disappeared.

Then, as Chickie turned her gaze to the
other side of the pond, she saw a rooster
sitting all alone and said… “Hey you! Do
you want to start a family with me?”

And a few months later…
Pataou!!!

The End
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